An Introduction

Remember when the concept of wearing something casual,
that could define your identity, was confined to casual
Fridays, your dad’s barbecue or your weekly jazzercise
session? Thankfully, the times have changed and the way
you display your identity can span a range of meanings:
from standing out versus blending in, to dressing as an
act of defiance against social norms.
Most important to this dynamic is the meteoric rise of
streetwear, an industry which has prospered with social
media, thrived on the building of lifestyles within a brand,
and brought people together beyond just the products
they make.
But as we become more comfortable with the growing
world of streetwear, how does one put themselves out
there and make their ideas heard? And whilst we become
increasingly connected online, how do we go about
expressing that irl?
That’s where Selfhood comes in, a brand development
agency going the extra mile to bring you both your favorite
brands and the spirits and lifestyles that come with them.
This awareness and emphasis that’s attached to their brands’
ethos, as much as product, enables Selfhood to bring them
to their full potential. And it works, which we saw from the
get-go. By the end of our first year, we had already made
US$1.5m and, with the opening of our Los Angeles office,
nearly tripled our revenue to US$3.5m in our second year.

Many magazines out there zoom in on the conceptual design
processes, but this issue will delve into the microcosmos that
make up Selfhood. The brands that are not only creating
“fire fits”, sick prints, and even sicker events, but also a real
breakdown on how to sustain a budding company both
creatively and financially after the honeymoon phase is over.
From tips and tricks of the financial trade with Joe Wong,
a partner at Selfhood and director of Popcorn General Store,
to the design process of the Seoul-based label IISE that’s
creating streetwear with Korean heritage and craftsmanship.

www.selfhood.global

But behind these numbers are a great deal of work,
experience, and perseverance, which often go unmentioned.

A note to self
from Sabrina Li, founder of Selfhood

Working on this issue felt like a timely
retrospection and celebration of our friends
and their creative endeavors. It’s humbling to
be reminded how we have grown with each
interaction, building our businesses from the
ground up. Like this print issue, Selfhood is very
well the byproduct of our collective efforts and
journeys. I consider this a milestone achieved
as we lay our roots and foundation globally.
I look forward to creating, building and inspiring
conversations with my crew and brands.
Welcome to Selfhood: Issue 00.

 

      



 

                                                                 

Selfhood welcomed HUF, a brand that has been a mainstay of
streetwear culture since its earliest days out of San Francisco,
to the family. HUF, founded by Keith Hufnagel in 2012
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Today, it’s famous for their weed-celebrating socks, and have
pushed their rebellious spirit every step of the way. It thus
seemed natural that the LA-based brand and Selfhood would
decide to join forces to spread the holy word of HUF, from the
high hills of the USA to the bustling cities of Japan.
Materializing this partnership meant understanding HUF’s humble
beginnings and growth, from a small shop in LA dedicated to stocking
hard-to-come-by pieces that’s since grown into a world-renowned brand.
Starting 2020, however, HUF is looking to recenter itself around the
skate and streetwear culture that was its core community to begin with.
Part of that involves the creation of new, elevated product lines – along
with key new hires – to offer new takes on the brand’s signature tie-dyes,
camos, florals, plaids and stripes, upgrading the quality of these heritage
styles with new techniques and designs.
 

      



 

                                                                 

This year we managed to ship out our favorite kitty,
Lord Nermal, to the shores of Hong Kong for the
opening of RIPNDIP’s first flagship store in the
country, located at the Lee Gardens shopping center in
the retail beating heart of Causeway Bay. The launch,
powered by Popcorn General Store and Selfhood,
included pop-up events at Art Basel, after parties,
and even shipping in a 15 feet tall blown-up
Lord Nermal to greet customers at Hysan Place.
To do this, there were long and meticulous studies into
the market beforehand and community events to build
a real buzz around the community in anticipation of
the arrival of the store. Of course, staying true to the
uniquely playful tone of RIPNDIP, its trippy shop
spaces, and hosting consistently fun events have helped
the brand gain momentum and love for its innovative
vision of streetwear.

The interior of RIPNDIP’s flagship store, located in Causeway Bay, Hong Kong.

Welcoming HUF
to the family

The impish
RIPNDIP kitty hit
Hong Kong

What’s
cooking
with Anwar
Carrots?
Meet the self-proclaimed Martha
Stewart of streetwear and allaround veggie fanatic, Anwar
Carrots, and his eponymous brand.
Although born out of his long-gone
blog “Arrogant Veggies”, which
documented his life in LA through
party photos and weekly music
playlists, the brand Carrots is still
inextricably tied to its musical roots.
Having found success, street cred
and support early on via performers
such as Khalid and 6ix7even,
the importance of the Carrots
lifestyle attracts people as much
as his delicious designs.
But don’t be fooled, this brand
is making its unique mark on
the music world by spreading a
message of health, mindfulness,
and “necessity over accessory”.
How many streetwear brands can
say they’ve released a vegan carrot
juice line, towels, and even baby
bibs? We managed to catch up with
the globe-trotting fashion feast that
is Anwar Carrots to ask him a quickfire round of questions, ranging from
the insightful to the eccentric.

Seeing as your brand is called Carrots, why don’t we
start with how you get in your five-a-day?
Hahaha, I’m trash, I actually need to consume
even more vegetables in my diet. When I do
consume it’s mostly through juicing.
An apple a day keeps the doctor away, but what piece
of the Carrots collection do you think most echoes
your idea of “necessity over accessory”?
From Fall/Winter 2020, I would have to go
with the Carrots Collegiate C Letterman.
Everyone needs a jacket, why not a letterman?
What was the motivation behind creating your
own carrot juice and cereal, and what was making
those like?
The motivation behind the juice was the name
alone and meeting the right people through one
of our retailers in Auckland, Shakes. My boy
Theo owns Cereal & Such and wanted to extend
his reach, plus it was right up my alley when
it came to lifestyle. Why not have your juice?
Why not have your own cereal? Martha Stewart
has her own crab legs! Sky’s the limit! I’m
barely touching the surface! I want to do more
collaborations with like-minded individuals.
How do you balance the musical spirit behind
Carrots with wellness?
I love music just as much as I love clothes, so I
guess it just falls in line with self-care.
What drew you to working with Selfhood?
Honestly, the word of Mike Cherman, based
on his past with ICNY, and the hustler spirit of
Sabrina are what drew me to Selfhood.
In terms of an irl experience, what would your
dream Carrots event be like?
My dream would be a Carrot field festival.
Music, agriculture, merchandise, great food –
locally-grown and locally-known. Pretty much
Old MacDonald had a music festival. Full farm
aesthetic. Done with great taste. Plus, you’re
not seeing stuff like that from a clothing brand
owner, mostly pop stars these days. Kind of
following in the footsteps of Bape Heads Tour
but with my own twist. I’m open to whatever
market, I just want to see it come together and
flow like water.

The ins
and outs,

To break into streetwear,
some say it’s all about
being unflinchingly
dedicated to an idea or
offering products unlike
anything else on the
market. However,
six months in, is an idea
enough? We talked to
Joe Wong, Selfhood
partner and financial
wiz-kid on how to make
the ins and outs of the
industry work for you, no
matter how big or small
your company might be.

Where do you think people go wrong when it comes to the
financial side of streetwear?
The main thing is that people get ahead of themselves and
over-expand when they’ve had a good season. It’s good
to keep reminding yourself that you need to save up that
money or reinject it back into your brand.
I think people also undervalue having an in-depth
understanding of cash flow and inventory. Once you
fully comprehend those, you’ll be less susceptible to
overproduction and keeping everything balanced.

according to a
stakeholder

Lastly, I’d say look at what your expenses are up-close –
where they’re coming from and what their purposes are.
The more your company grows, the more people you’ll
meet within the industry who can help you find new ways
to reduce expenses for the better.
What are the building blocks of a good financial future for a
clothing company? Where is a young brand owner to start?
A young entrepreneur should start by building the
foundations of their business first via good business,
operations, accounting models, and – of course – a good
product. As you go along, always keep an eye on how cash
flow and inventory work and basic accounting logic so that
you can learn and evolve your company accordingly.
What do you think are the mistakes people make most
frequently, early on in a company’s career, regarding
money matters?

The idea of cash control is very frequently overlooked
in the early stages, especially when you don’t have
good control of your accounts receivable and accounts
payable, and expenses. Limited credit and investment
are the things that will drive a company
to bankruptcy.

How do you think Selfhood improves or facilitates a
brand’s financial affairs?
Well, I think it’s not just on the brand to provide and
improve a relationship. The trust, harmony and effort
has to come from both sides. For instance, a brand
will give us terms on trade, which we must respect
so that we can make payments on time. This kind of
respect proves to them that we have enough financial
support to offer them, which in the long term fosters
our relationship. That relationship is the key to being a
trusted distribution and consulting company.

As you know, most people seeking to start a new business
can find the idea of loan and debt pretty daunting.
Do you have any tips on preparing for taking on
those commitments?
They need to see it as an essential part of the process,
rather than another box to tick. Investment loans are
important for the entrepreneur because even we, as
a distribution company with many retailers in Asia,
still need that extra loan to leverage and support the
brands’ development. Of course, we need to have a
clear mind of interest rates too so that it also becomes
fairer for the investor.

How do you see the way we interact with money and
production evolving, now that social media platforms and
shopping features are integrating and rising?
Social media has changed the game. Nowadays, young
brands can use social media to gauge the number of
pre-orders for anything they think up. Working this
way, and getting immediate info about who wants
what, is a smart way of supporting the cash flow
of production.

Your directorial venture, Popcorn General Store, and
co-founding Selfhood, were both one of the earliest to
provide emerging streetwear brands to the Asian market.
How was the process of building these companies and the
network of streetwear brands to go with it?
The process was always rewarding spiritually because
I loved streetwear even from the very beginning. The
truth is it’s hard to build a company and find brands
along the way to partner with.You kind of become
an art collector that collects streetwear brands no
matter whether they’re up-and-coming or classic.
We’re trying to help them grow into different markets
and promote streetwear culture in Asia, which is our
biggest mission.

When you were first setting up Chinatown Market,
what were the main ideas fueling your brand?

Day one
dialogues:
Mike Cherman
and Sabrina Li
Chinatown Market

Selfhood

Chinatown Market materialized purely out of
ideas, whereas brands I’d created in the past like
ICNY had a clear, focused approach to design.
I prefer it this way because the brand becomes a
feeling, rather than a set of aesthetics, which you
can inject into whatever you like, from a pingpong table to t-shirts. Especially now that we have
the infrastructure to make all of these different
things, it’s a matter of me feeling out what I want
to try next.

What kind of knowledge and insight have you
gained since we both first began working together?

The main thing I learned with you is that we can
end up living behind computers thinking we fully
understand things like Southeast Asian markets,
distribution, production, and more, but it’s simply
not true. To truly understand these things you
need to meet the people making these systems
work, from the directors to the warehouse workers
to the small artisans. It’s easier now to forget the
bigger picture and think, especially as Americans,
that we’ve got it all figured out. But you can never
know it all if you’re behind that screen.You need
to immerse yourself in the culture of a country,
how people act and dress, and then you’ll begin
getting somewhere.

Did anything in particular trigger this thought?

Sabrina Li, the founder of Selfhood, has had a longstanding
business partnership with Mike Cherman, the man behind
the Chinatown Market brand, one of the firsts to sign with
Selfhood. Since beginning their partnership in 2013 (on a
separate venture), they’ve shared a realm of experiences.
Sabrina and Mike got together to talk about the different
aspects of this fruitful union and how they’ve both managed
heading their own companies.

Well, the more I bought American goods and
walked into these American factories, the less I
saw true masters of their craft, who honor the
process of creating an object no matter the scale.
It’s interesting to see how countries like Indonesia,
India, and more, support and respect mastering
a technique.

Heading your own business is tough. Any advice
that you’d give someone thinking about it?

I also noticed that you give your employees, who
are all very young, a lot of control. Is there a
learning curve with that too?

It’s not for everyone.You need to throw out a lot
of the bullshit in your life.You need to reflect upon
yourself and evolve constantly with every failure.
Being your own boss is a gift and a curse.Yes, you
make your schedule, but it definitely won’t be as
pretty as someone else’s. One of my brother’s a
chef and the other’s a tax lawyer, so I get to see
both sides of the professional spectrum.Yes, my tax
lawyer brother earns a lot of money but his day-today is very stressful, while my other brother works
constantly but isn’t paid enough. The fact that I can
smoke a doobie or be on my phone reminds me
that it’s all about perspective and how we look at
our jobs, and the fact that these opportunities are
not bestowed on everyone. I’m grateful.

Well, I fired a guy recently because he said he
wasn’t able to be creative enough when I was
giving him all the freedom to create. So I’d say you
live and you learn and you hope they respect that
freedom, even though that isn’t always the case.
With these young people, I like to squeeze the
orange and let them know to not get lost in the
sauce and think they’re the shit because it took
me ten years to build this. But I choose to see the
gratefulness and opportunity in these kids, and it
motivates me too.

The people who work for you are just as important
for the growth of your company as your leadership.
How do you go about finding people who are the
right fit for Chinatown Market?

I just want to find young kids with inspiring
talent, who challenge the way we think, constantly
opposing the old guard with the new. It’s mixing
these new and old ways to make business,
without forgetting where we come from,
which enables us to stay ahead of the curve.

Are there other companies whose cultures and setups you admire?

What’s it like for a company breaking into this
industry now versus ten years ago?

The obvious thing is social media. The fact that I
can think something up then post it and create a
wildfire of virality through this idea is inspiring.
Before, regardless if you had a good brand and
clothes, if the buyers didn’t like you or know about
you, there was little chance of having any success.
I think it’s so great that we can now make our own
rules and keep moving and evolving because of it.

You also focus a lot on the importance of a healthy
company culture, how do you go about making
yours great?

Just have fun! If you don’t have fun or love
what you’re doing then I’d encourage you to
leave, because being grateful and enjoying these
opportunities is so important. Even little things
like the Selfhood LA office having a ping pong
table shows you care about your employees. It’s also
about finding ways to make the people who work
hard for you feel happy every day.
I also wanna say how fun your Instagram is.
How did it become such an important part of
the brand?

What do you believe makes for a strong and
enduring brand?

I think the main thing is that it’s gotta be flexible
with the changing times, which is something
you’ve always strived for. When you shifted
Selfhood’s focus to not just taking care of money
matters but also the nature of business and
distribution, you evolved and changed for the
better. Never get too comfortable. Keep your
finger on the pulse and be constantly learning
from what’s worked and what hasn’t.

I don’t have any. All I knew when I first started my
own company was what I hated and what I didn’t
want it to be. This way of growth comes with its
own mistakes, as I’ve had to fire friends, realize that
sometimes I pay people too much, and generally
just take the time to figure things out so I could
see if the people in my company were there for
the right reasons.

You went from three people to a 20-man team, and
I’ve seen you grow so much as a leader. When you
reflect upon your growth, what do you think are
the qualities that make a good leader?

Being smart about how I motivate people was
a very unique thing I had to learn. I think a
big stepping stone for me was learning how to
delegate, as I went from being in control of every
step of the creative process to letting other people
take some of the reins. Most of the time I try to
lead by example rather than being on the ass of
my employees. There’s no roadmap to success but
hopefully I can inspire them to get to where they
want to be.

A friend of mine has always been super into
posting memes and cool stories, to the point
where one day I was like: why don’t you do
that for us? On top of that, I always encourage
my employees to remember that they also have
access to our Instagram and to create their tone
of content through it. It’s all about reinterpreting,
recontextualizing and spreading these posts via
different lenses. I also don’t aim for perfection,
which is a bold thing to do in an age where social
media wants us to be pristine and perfect.
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This year, the Amsterdam-based fashion brand has teamed up
with the Van Gogh family to release a collaborative project
that incorporates the works of Vincent van Gogh in a capsule
collection. The goal of the limited-run project, on Daily Paper’s
part, is to bridge the gap between youth culture and the classical
art world, tapping on the diverse and deep-rooted diaspora culture
at the heart of the brand.Van Gogh, himself a master and icon of
classical painting, lines up perfectly with Daily Paper as Dutch
cultural institution.
The collection was unveiled at Art Basel in Miami, with the
collection planned to launch officially at the Van Gogh Museum
in Amsterdam in February 2020.

IISE balances what many brands don’t, which is the ability to create coveted
garments infused with strong messages. To put this into context, their Spring/
Summer 2019 collection evoked ideas of quiet protest and shed light on Korea’s
volatile political climate, while past collections referenced our growing addiction
to technology and the concept of perpetual surveillance.

IISE: the
streetwear
brand
weaving
a political conscience
into its
blueprint

Kevin and Terrence Kim at their Spring/Summer 2020 show in New York City.

IISE translates to “second generation” in Korean, and the brand is built on
brothers Terrence and Kevin Kim’s experiences as second-generation KoreanAmericans. We chat with the two brothers to understand the process of designing
collections that change with the seasons but leave a mark on the mind.

How’s your latest collection coming along, and can you give us
any hints as to what you have in store?
Our Fall/Winter 2020 collection is coming together quite
nicely. Every season our brand’s concept is more focused
and honed in, and we think this collection will be our
strongest and most elevated offering yet.
Your main ethos is the idea of combining traditional methods
with modern sensibilities – is there a recipe for integrating that
each season or is it always a learning curve?
The brand is a reflection of our identities as KoreanAmericans and, when approaching the design of each piece,
we try to find a balance of both cultures. The level of how
Korean or how American-inspired it becomes differs in
every style that’s made. A more modern, Western-inspired
piece can be completed with traditional Korean stitching
techniques, whereas a more Korean-inspired piece can be
constructed from GORE-TEX fabric and taped seams to
completely change its vibe. Each season changes based on
its specific concept but it will always fall between
inspirations from both cultures.
You guys prefer to be referred to as a design house. Does this
mindset also extend to the way your range is presented both
online and offline?
This mindset extends to every product category and
experience, both online and offline. The newest member
of our team is a contemporary and fine artist named
Casper Kang who is now our art director. Working with
him, we explore how to apply the brand’s concept to
more lifestyle products and offline exhibitions that
express the brands’ identity through mediums like
visual art. Starting 2020, we are planning more of these
offline experiences around the world to showcase not
just clothing, but how a modern Korean aesthetic can be
experienced through multiple categories.
A big aspect of your brand is the idea of reinterpreting traditional
Korean artisan techniques via modern manufacturing processes.
How does that come into play this season, and what are your
thoughts on the increasing automatization of production in the
fashion industry?
Reinterpreting traditional techniques is always a challenge,
especially with the automatization of production. Which is
why we segment a part of each collection to incorporate
some of these artisanal processes. Many traditional Korean
fabrics are hand-spun on looms which make the fabrics
very labor-intensive and expensive. We’ve been able to
use these types of fabrics as subtle details on certain styles
rather than utilizing them for the entire garment, which
you will see in some key pieces for this collection and
especially on some of our runway-only pieces. As the
brand grows, we plan to invest more in working with
hese artisans to bring their techniques and Korean fabrics
to scale to reach a point where the cost of working with
them becomes more approachable in the future.

What do you look for in a partner for your company?
What attracted us most to Selfhood was their
understanding of both the Eastern and Western worlds
through the lenses of both business and culture. We can
relate to Selfhood on a personal level, which benefits both
sides for much more than just work.

How did your manufacturing process evolve as your business
scaled up?
The main challenge we faced was changing from local
manufacturing to overseas ones to produce our clothing.
The proximity we had to our old factories and the
ability to visit them whenever we wanted was a great
advantage. However, we’re now working with a much
larger manufacturer that ensures better production costs,
efficiency, and the quality required to grow the business
and the brand.

Has social media changed the way you guys work on IISE?
The data and analytics from social media are somewhat
helpful in understanding your customers, but they haven’t
affected our design philosophy, production process,
or much of anything. We focus on our core values and
trust that our consumer base wants to see something
authentically IISE, which is what we try to show our
audience through product and media content.

Apart from your recent partnership with GORE-TEX,
are there any other innovative textiles that you’d be interested
in using someday?
GORE-TEX has been amazing – we’ve just renewed our
agreement with them and also gotten approved to make
GORE-TEX accessories, so we’ll be exploring creating
products in more categories using their fabrics. We do
have an upcoming collaboration with a very unique textile
company in 2020 that we are excited about – more on
that later!

How tricky was it to get the brand off the ground in the first
place, and what advice would you give your younger selves?
Starting a brand, especially in a foreign country you don’t
know much about, is extremely challenging. It’s surprising
to see our progression and growth each year but this past
year has been our best to date and we are looking forward
to 2020. The advice we would give our younger selves or
others is to travel as much as you can – it will inspire you
in so many ways and allow you to meet interesting people
and shape your view of the world. Our move to Korea
completely changed our life and IISE would not be here
if we hadn’t visited Seoul back in 2011.

The beast that
is warehousing

What has been the most pivotal moment for the brand so far?
Our first runway show at New York Fashion Week.
It changed the perception of the brand, launched us
into a different category, and forced us to think of how
to explore IISE’s concept in more elevated ways.

Selfhood’s harmonious blend of Eastern and
Western cultures, as well as its ability to produce
and distribute, have both become inextricable parts
of the brand. However, making this a reality is easier
said than done. This year marked a turning point in
streamlining the process between our warehouses
in the cities of Los Angeles and Hong Kong.

Lastly, where do you see Selfhood and yourselves in the next
five years?
We believe that this is just the beginning for both
companies. There’s so much planned already for 2020
that it’s hard to think of how much we might accomplish
in the next five years. My main focus is seeing positive
growth and creating cultural experiences together all over
the world, and we’re so excited to experience all of these
things with Selfhood in the future.

How do you even start to bring together things like
infrastructure, teams, software and more, when both
offices are on opposite sides of the globe?
Here are four vital aspects we had to go about
outlining and coordinating to make warehousing
happen smoothly.
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IISE Spring/Summer 2020 show in New York City.
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Spreading
the word with
Jered Vargas

When people hear distribution,
many are somewhat at a loss
as to exactly what it means and
entails. In a bid to demystify all
corners of Selfhood’s abilities,
who better to explain the
concept than Jered Vargas,
Selfhood’s US partner?

How does distribution differ in America and Asia?
First off, there’s a cultural difference which dictates trends.
The different markets aren’t always exactly on the same
page as far as what is currently desirable. Nowadays they
all mostly align with internet access, making the world a
smaller place, but sometimes you find trends in different
stages depending on the region. Besides that, the USA is
50 states whereas Asia is multiple countries. This means the
Asian teams have to be well-equipped with knowledge of
the differences in all these different countries, from language
to currency conversions and more.
For a newcomer wishing to learn more about the distribution
options in the US, where would you suggest they begin?
I would suggest they start researching stores Young
businesses nowadays have the advantage of hopping on
Instagram and seeing what brands are sold where.
This should give them a bit of insight into the retail
landscapes that currently exist.
Apart from obvious things like location and delivery times, what
aspects within distribution does Selfhood place special value on?
With the combined years of experience in distribution,
Selfhood can guide a brand in many ways. Strong
relationships with retailers and the ability to put a brand’s
vision first is a combination that sets us apart.
With the increasing integration of customer data, drones, and
more, where is the future of distribution and production heading?
I think it’ll head towards smaller production that’s catered
to consumer needs. The more data brands have, the better
they can design, and the more accurate they can be about
hitting the customer’s mark. With the world heading into
a more eco-conscious direction, it can also benefit the
environment by producing less waste using this data.

What’s a vital lesson you’ve learned from your career
in distribution?
A really big one is understanding that we’re only as
strong as the brands we work with. Sure, we have a
wide network and the ability to get a brand in front
of thousands of retailers. But if the brand itself doesn’t
provide the tools necessary, there’s no guarantee that
it can scale.
How do you evaluate where and how a brand is
distributed in a particular country?
It starts with sitting down with the brand and
understanding their vision. What do they stand for
and how do they want to be perceived? From there
I can decide which retailers align with this.
Distribution is not only about scaling companies that
approach you but also spotting the potential in brands that
could grow bigger. How do you spot that in a brand?
It’s a bit of a gut feeling for me. I have a pretty good
eye for brands that have potential. A lot of it has to do
with the design aesthetic, but what’s most important
for me is the people behind the brand.
Now that social media has made creating independent
streetwear brands more democratic, what’s the difference
that Selfhood offers?
A very small percentage of brands have found a way
to exist 100% direct to consumer, and I applaud them.
If you can win the internet and keep your business
thriving through posting on Instagram, congrats!
For the rest of the brands who want to focus on
creating and want to see their brand in stores on a
global platform with the guidance of experienced
professionals who are also part of the industry and
culture, come to Selfhood!

on distinguishing yourself
in a visually-saturated world

In this artist spotlight, we meet longtime Selfhood collaborator and
photographer Lenne Chai, and discuss how she began finding her
way of portraying the world, the importance of a visual language within
brands, and any tips she might have for other budding photographers.

Lenne Chai

Within an industry as visually driven as streetwear, being able to carve
out your unique vision is essential. Especially with the rise of social
media, images are more important than ever to convey feelings, ideas,
values and more. But with the rapid democratization of visual mediums
comes more competition. Thus, the question: how does one even
begin to build a distinct visual language?

Sound
and vision:

Now that Instagram has amplified the significance of visual mediums,
how do you go about standing out from the crowd?
In the earlier days of Instagram, it felt like technically impressive
images were a surefire way to capture an audience’s attention
and imagination. But now that we’re oversaturated with so
much imagery daily, and as our society becomes more literate
in image-making and in editing tech (like Photoshop and
Mei Tu Xiu Xiu), I feel that the technical quality of an image
doesn’t matter anymore. What matters now is the content or
the concept behind the image – is it memorable or thoughtprovoking? I try to keep that in mind.

What would you say are the defining factors of your visual language?
I’m not sure if I’ve figured out my visual language yet, but it’s
definitely shaped by my affinity for color and growing up in a
tropical country having affected my perception of natural light.

Where do you see photography heading in the next decade?
I recently attended a class taught by Keren Moscovitch at the
School of Visual Arts in New York and she shared her theory
that photography as we know it will become obsolete in the
next 20 years or so. One of the things we covered was the shift
of photography from being rendered by light and shadows to
how it’s now rendered by data, in the way digital images are
stored on your phone. So it’s got me thinking a lot about what
the next decade will look like for photographers.

What was it like working with IISE?
I loved working with IISE for their Spring/Summer 2019
campaign shoot! We took photos of the South Korean riots
and protests and photographed them like Caravaggio paintings.
That shoot taught me a lot about activism in South Korea,
and how protests happen daily outside Gyeongbok Palace
and the Blue House. Making those images in Seoul felt
extra meaningful.

A photo that best describes your partnership with Selfhood:
A photo that pushed the
boundaries of your skills:

A photo that, in your eyes,
represents this decade best:
Lil Miquela in a cover story for L’Officiel Singapore March 2019.

Nikolaj Coster-Waldau in a cover story for Esquire Singapore April 2019.

Bella Hadid captured backstage at the Moschino x H&M show in New York, 2018.

An Issue Wedding, for ISSUE Magazine, 2018.

Erdem x H&M, 2017.

A photo that represents
a specific moment in your career:

A photo that defines your signature vision:

The sandman
never sleeps:

Hailing from Queens, New York,
Homeboy Sandman, aka Angel Del
Villar II, is no stranger to streetwear
and its effect on culture and music.
An acclaimed rapper with multiple
albums under his belt and, as of 2019,
a record deal with Mello Music Group,
his determination to create music with
a conscience also oozes into his taste
for streetwear. We managed to grab
him for a New York minute’s worth of
insight into his views agencies like
Selfhood, how he’s fostering a feeling
of community within music and fashion,
and what both disciplines can learn
from each other.

How does the way you dress and the brands you choose to
represent feed into your musical process?
I like to dress comfortably and authentically. That’s also
how I like my music. I don’t want to force anything or
try too hard. I like brands that I have a genuine personal
relationship with or a genuine affinity for. Doesn’t matter
if they’re known or unknown. I like unique styles as well
as great execution of classic styles, so lots of crossovers with
how I like my music.
What is keeping you creatively excited?
Working on a Lice song. That’s my group with my brother
Aesop Rock.Yesterday I finished a solo joint produced by
Tiron. I’m excited to be back writing again after taking a
while off. Mostly, my creative focal point has been creating
a new me. Wiser. Stronger. Healthier.
As social media makes us more aware of our political landscape,
do you believe the sense of community that music and
streetwear offer will help us to come together and
materialize change?
Music and style can change the world. Musicians and
brands having the courage to take risks and break from
convention can definitely create ripples that empower
people in life.

Photo by Noah Bilities

Homeboy Sandman
and his relationship
with streetwear

On the subject of community, how much do you think touring
strengthens it, and what have you learned from touring?
I love touring and meeting people who already know me
through my music. As far as strengthening community,
when I’m able to dap someone in real life, or sign their
record, or share a laugh after the show, that energy works
wonders for building a bond, for building community.

How do you think brands like Selfhood and artists like you can
learn from each other?
Flyness is the goal. Authenticity is the goal. Flavor is
the goal. Innovate don’t imitate. Let’s remind each
other constantly.

As the year and decade comes to a close, what were some
defining moments for you?
This year was unique for me. I’ve been dealing with health,
spiritual and relationship challenges. I put an album out
that I felt very connected to on the release day, then felt
very disconnected from only two months later. I feel like
I’ve been four or five different people this decade and I
want the last me of the decade to be the best.

What are your own aspirations for the year to come?
Uninterrupted faith.

Any hints as to what’s in store music-wise from you?
I’m writing some pure stuff lately. Some pure, non-toxic,
heart-filled, heart-fueled stuff. I’m excited about it.
Feel like I might be ready to write the most powerful stuff
of my career. I’ve felt that before but was only right once.
Hopefully, this will be the second time.

Lastly, any ideas what you’ll be wearing for NYE?
I’m going to be with my wife at her parents’ holiday house
in the country in Sweden, so probably pajamas.

Tom playing a set at The Camp Flog Gnaw Warm Up Party in Los Angeles, California, 2019.

25/8 366 days per year –
a look into a supercharged life

Thomas Bray

A major way that Selfhood approaches community and outreach is through music,
and the company has had as much of a history in music as it has in fashion.
A big part of that comes down to building strong relationships with a plethora of
American and Asian artists from the cities its brands are represented and sold in.
The man behind this at Selfhood is Thomas Bray from the music collective and
apparel imprint Yeti Out. He’s heavily involved in curating and programming events
and ideas that connect with strong nuances and cultural pulses of different
streetwear markets.
We caught up with Tom to talk about his best moments from 2019 and the
importance of strengthening a brand’s sense of community through both events
and apparel.

How did the Yeti Out and Selfhood partnership come to be?
I started working with Sabrina four years ago on tour when
we were still working on Mike Cherman’s old brand. I come
from a booking and programming background, which started
when I was organizing the after parties on ICNY’s (Mike
Cherman’s first venture) tours. We saw a common ground
in streetwear culture and the idea that distribution agencies
shouldn’t just be selling a product but also creating on-site
activation strategies. That snowballed into partnerships and
collaborations with different sick brands.

What is the most crucial part of the Yeti Out party experience?
The fact that you can never expect just one genre of music.
Having started in the UK,Yeti is influenced by a range of
English sub-genres. But we’re also fans of disco, house and
so much more.You can hear all of those elements in our DJ
sets and also see it in the wide range of guests that turn up
to our events. We try to foster a very accepting environment,
and you’ll notice not just music heads turn up but people
from the fashion and art crowds too. It’s really about getting
people dancing to the same music and finding a common
ground, ideas and new genres.
Another pivotal influence was the golden years of the
nightclub Fabric in London from 2009 to 2010. A lot of
what we’re doing today and the artists we’re still working
with we found out about from there. One of our parties
brought together old school garage heads with Mighty Mo
and new heads with Head Royal at Visions Video Bar, which
really popped off in 2010.Yeti was also first a music blog,
before Instagram and SoundCloud. The parties drew people
back online and vice versa.

Tom with his brother, Samuel Ross, and Victor Aime at the Dazed China Launch Party with Yeti Out (which they organized).

Yeti Out & Friends in Shanghai.

How important is it to you to bring people together offline?
In this day and age, we can end up feeling very comfortable
behind our phones. That makes it even more important
to go to parties and live sets, and be involved in music
scenes. The truth is, you can’t download the feelings and
connections you make with people at those sets,
so definitely put yourself out there.

“The Yeti Club Land my brother and I created.”

Tom’s friends Young Queenz & Tedman Lee at the Yeti Out Studio in Shanghai.

What significance do you see in providing tangible objects,
like clothing, in addition to real-life events?
I think the more we express our passions via different
mediums, the more in-touch we feel with a specific scene.
It all happened because we were looking for new ways to
spread awareness about our releases on our record label
Silk Road Sounds. We got bored of putting our ideas solely
on these disposable cardboards and flyers and decided we
could make it feel so much more intimate and interactive
if we made things people could wear. If you give people
a flyer, all they can do is throw it away, whereas a t-shirt it
can express a sense of community.
What has been both a party and brand highlight for you
this year?
The fact that we’ve had too many highlights. I’d also say
playing Coachella and Touring Japan in April was amazing,
as we did four different cities in five days.

I think the fact that we’re both trying to bridge
Eastern and Western cultures is unique. I’m half
Chinese and English, and lived out my formative years
in London discovering new genres. Now, I’m living in
China and bringing all these things together.
It’s also interesting for Sabrina and I to see the shift,
from a few years ago, of mainly Western brands
being shipped to Asian markets and it being the
opposite now. People are becoming more open and
knowledgeable about cultures outside of theirs so
I’m really excited to be there to feed into that.
What do you think is the trait of the decade?
Obviously social media. It’s made everyone more
reachable to each other and made so much more
information available to us too. However, it’s also made
it so easy to reach people that it might sometimes have
an opposite effect. That you don’t feel the need to
contact each other at all. So yeah, I’d say social media
and the fact that it’s simultaneously brought together
and separated us.

The Yeti Out crew, Arthur Bray, Eri Ali, and Thomas Bray, chilling at Beam Festival in Bangkok.

You and Selfhood share a passion for music, but what
else do you believe sets you guys apart from the
streetwear pack?

I’ll be playing a B2B DJ set with my brother in
Mumbai, which I’m excited about!

Jimothy Lacoste and Yeti Out in Shanghai.

Lastly, how do you plan on going out with a bang
this NYE?

Thomas Bray • Yeti Out
Lenne Chai
Homeboy Sandman
Anwar Carrots • Carrots
Mike Cherman • Chinatown Market
Terrence and Kevin Kim • IISE
Avery Chan • Selfhood
Joe Wong • Selfhood / Popcorn General
Jered Vargas • Selfhood
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